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Sadio Mané. Jump to navigation Jump to search. Sadio Mané (born 10 April 1992) is a Senegalese professional
footballer who plays as a winger for Premier League club Liverpool and the Senegal national team. Having
begun his career with Metz in France, he transferred to Red Bull Salzburg in 2012.3.1m Followers, 149
Following, 119 Posts - See Instagram photos and videos from Sadio Mane (@sadiomaneofficiel)Sadio Mane
was discussing building a school in his Senegalese village of Bambali when a look of concern came over him.
“Please do not put that in the interview,” he said. “But why? It sends ...Liverpool's Sadio Mane's goals against
Bayern Munich could prove decisive.Sadio Mane was on target again as Liverpool moved back to the top of the
Premier League with a 2-1 win at Fulham on Super Sunday. As Mohamed Salah's form has dipped, Mane has
stepped up for ...Liverpool were a bit fortunate to get past lowly Fulham, Sadio Mane continuing his
scintillating form to pick up the slack for Mohamed Salah.Real Madrid have reportedly resumed their interest in
Liverpool forward Sadio Mane after manager Zinedine Zidane instructed his club to launch a move for the
attacker. Los Blancos were linked with ...In a first half played in strong wind and hailstorms, Liverpool took the
lead when Sadio Mane curled a shot past Heaton. Firmino scored his second following Heaton's poor clearance
and Burnley ...Liverpool forward Sadio Mane has agreed terms on a new long-term contract with the Anfield
outfit.. Goal understands the deal will see him remain with the Merseyside club until 2023 as the Premier
...Zinedine Zidane wants Real Madrid to make a second attempt to try and bring Liverpool forward Sadio Mane
to the Spanish capital in the summer. Prior to his surprise departure from Los Blancos in ... - Sadio Mane

